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Dyson dc18 user manual

Need a manual for your Dyson DC18 Slim Vacuum Cleaner? Below you can view and download the PDF guide for free. Questions, product ratings, and user feedback are also frequently asked so you can use your product optimally. If this is not the desired guide, please contact us. Is your product defective and there is no solution in the
manual? To get free repair services, go to the repair café. Let us know what you think about dyson DC18 Slim Vacuum Cleaner leaving the product ranked. Want to share your experience with this product or ask a question? Leave a comment at the bottom of the page. Are you satisfied with this Dyson product? Yes NoBe first rated this
product0 votes Our support team is looking for useful information about the product and answers to frequently asked questions. If you find inaccuracies in our frequently asked questions, please let us know using our contact form. My vacuum cleaner hose is clogged, what can I do? Checked Disconnect the hose and look through it to
determine if it is actually clogged. In this case, you can take a long object, for example, Broomstick, and carefully push it through the hose. This will usually remove all objects that clog the hose. If this did not work, contact the manufacturer. It was useful (1085) My vacuum cleaner power cord does not turn back into the device, what can I
do? Checked The wire may contain rotation or folding. Fold the cord completely and unscrew it back into the device under the direction of the hands. If this does not resolve the problem, the cord-reswing mechanism may be damaged. In this case, contact the manufacturer or repair service. It was useful (175) What size dust bag is there?
Checked There are two sizes to consider. The first is the size of a plate with the entrance of the bag. This determines whether the dustbag is suitable for a particular vacuum cleaner. Then there is the size of the bag. This is usually indicated in liters and determines how much dust bag can hold. It was helpful (149) My vacuum cleaner
makes whistling noise, what can I do? Checked This problem is often caused by a complete dustbag or filter or when there is an outlet that allows the air to enter the hose. Check the dustbag and filter and replace if necessary. Check the hose for holes or bad connections. If this does not resolve the problem, contact the manufacturer. It
was useful (129) The vacuum cleaner shuts down while I use it, why is it? The tested majority of Dyson vacuum cleaners have a safety system that disables it in case of overheating. This was due to a dirty filter or blockage. Allow the vacuum cleaner to cool for at least one hour, then clean the filter and remove any possible blockage. It
was useful (103) What setting should I use on the head of the vacuum cleaner brush? Almost all vacuum cleaners have a head with an adjustable brush. Use a brush for hard surfaces to avoid scratches and damage. Turn off the carpet and mat brush. It was useful (99) How to remove dust and hair from the head of the vacuum cleaner
brush? Checked Removal of dust and hair from the head of the vacuum cleaner brush is carried out manually. If this is not as desired, it is possible to use a small comb to remove the remaining dirt. It was helpful (80) Can I user a paper dust bag more than once? Checked This is not recommended. The pairs of bag wat will be saturated,
resulting in loss of suction and possibly damage to the engine. It was useful (76) What is HEPA? Tested HEPA means high efficiency particulate air. Many vacuum cleaners have a HEPA filter. The HEPA filter will stop at least 85% and not more than 99.999995% of all particles of 0,3 micrometer (μm) or more. It was useful (16) Can I use
an ordinary vacuum cleaner for ash sucking? Tested No, it's absolutely impossible. Ash, which looks cool, can still be warm or even hot inside. The usual vacuum cleaner is not designed for this purpose and can cause a fire. In addition, filters for conventional vacuum cleaners are not always suitable for maintaining very small particles,
such as ash. It can then reach the vacuum cleaner engine and cause damage. It was helpful (1) This guide was originally published by Dyson. {id:9462488521,title:Dyson DC18 Instruction Pack- Owners Manual,handle:dyson-dc18-instruction-pack-owners-manual,description:,published_at:2017-11-22T11:48:04-05:00,created_at:2017-05-
18T01:30:35-04:00,vendor:Dyson,type:Dyson Parts,tags:[Dyson DC18 Vacuum Parts],price:1499,price_min:1499,price_max:1499,available:true,price_varies:false,compare_at_price:null,compare_at_price_min:0,compare_at_price_max:0,compare_at_price_varies:false,variants:[{id:35780278345,title:Default Title,option1:Default
Title,option2:null,option3:null,sku:911671-03,requires_shipping:true,taxable:true,featured_image:null,available:true,name:Dyson DC18 Instruction Pack- Owners Manual,public_title:null,options:[Default
Title],price:1499,weight:0,compare_at_price:null,inventory_quantity:1000,inventory_management:shopify,inventory_policy:continue,barcode:null}],images:[\/\/cdn.shopify.com\/s\/files\/1\/1681\/2335\/products\/DC18InstructionPack1.jpg?v=1535391668]
,featured_image:\/\/cdn.shopify.com\/s\/files\/1\/1681\/2335\/products\/DC18InstructionPack1.jpg?v=1535391668,options:[Title],media:[alt:Dyson DC18 Instruction Pack- Owners Manual A clean filter is important for maintaining the suction power of the vacuum cleaner. Therefore, check the filter regularly. When the filter is blocked, the
absorption of dust decreases and energy consumption increases. Page 2 To reduce the risk of fire, ELECTRIC SHOCK or injury:1 Always switch off the appliance before connecting and disconnecting the motorised appliance2 Do not leave the appliance disconnected. Disconnect from the power socket when not in use and before
service.3 Do not use outdoors or on wet surfaces or vacuum water or other liquids to vacuum – electric shock and bodily injury may occur.4 Do not allow use as a melt. Special attention must be paid when used 5 Do not allow anyone who cannot handle the vacuum properly.6 Use only as described in this guide. Use only dyson
recommended parts, accessories, and supplies.7 Check that your power supply matches the rating table that can be found behind the box. The machine may only be used8 If the appliance is not working properly, has been dropped, damaged, left or immersed in liquid, contact dyson helpline 1-866-693-9766.9 Do not use with damaged
cord or plug. Do not pull or carry the wire; do not use the cord as a handle; close the door on the cord and do not pull the cord around the edges or corners. Do not run the device through the cable. Keep the cordaway from the heated surfaces and open the flame.10 Do not disconnect by pulling on the cord. To disconnect, pinch the plug
instead of the cord.11 Do not use the plug or appliance with wet hands.12 Do not use the appliance without a clear box13 Do not place any objects in the opening of the device. Do not use with any opening blocked; keep dust, down, hair and anything that can reduce air flow.14 Keep your hair, loose clothing, fingers and all parts of the
body away from the openings and moving parts of the device, e.15 Do not use the machine to take sharp hard objects, small toys, pins, fasteners.16 Keep the appliance indoors. After use with the cable, carefully place the machine to avoid accidents.18 Turn off all controls before disconnecting.19 Use additional maintenance when
cleaning stairs; always work with the machine stairs tebottom. Keep the vacuum on the floor. Do not place the machine in 20 Do not remove anything that burns or smokes, e.g. cigarettes, 21 Do not use flammable or flammable liquids, such as petrol, to pick up or use in places where they may be.22 When vacuuming, certain carpets may
cause small static rates on the clearing rod. They are not related to the supply of electricity. To minimize any effect, do not put your hand or place any object in a transparent binyou, first empty it and rinse with cold water.23 Do not carry out any maintenance or repairs other than those shown in this section or advised on the Dyson
helpline.24 Consult your floor manufacturer's recommended instructions before vacuuming and caring for floors, rugs and carpets. Some carpets will be fuzz if a rotating brush is used during suction. If this happens, we recommend that you vacuum the inbar floor mode and consult the floor manufacturer. IMPORTANT SAFETY
INSTRUCTIONS READING ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING THIS VACUUM CLEANERWhen you use an electric appliance, you should always observe the basic precautions, this appliance is designed for domestic use ONLY18860_OPS_MANUAL_UPDATE_FOR_LEGAL_COPY_DC18_5YR_QUICK_AMEND.qxd 5/11/07 10:34
Page 2Loaded from the www.Manualslib.com manuals search engine Page 3A Clean filter is important for maintaining vacuum cleaner suction power. Therefore, check the filter regularly. When the filter is blocked, the absorption of dust decreases and energy consumption increases. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
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